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We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed  conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Port of Leith Housing 

Association property at Albert Street, Buchannan Street, and Iona Street in 

Edinburgh. 

Area context 
 

This property is a low-rise building (up to 4 levels), with multiple access points. Some 

individual residences have their own front door to the street, with others being 

accessed through a communal entrance. The property partially surrounds a 

courtyard area at the rear, which is broken up into what is broadly both garden and 

space for parking, and some more private areas. There is some access direct from 

individual residences, but we think most access is through communal gates.  

The project is providing bicycle parking in this courtyard space. 

The property sits in an area of residential properties, with a dense network of urban 

streets. Most of these have vehicles permanently parked on both sides. Most have 

footways (i.e. ‘pavements’) on both sides. Most of the immediately local streets have 

residential properties overlooking the street. Leith Walk, which is a major street 

carrying through traffic and public transport, and supporting a wide variety of shops, 

is nearby. 

Audit context 
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  



Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund


Map 
Where helpful the text refers to the points marked on this map. 

 

P Proposed bike parking 
G1/G2/G3 Gates 
BS Boundary Square 
BF Blocked footway 
TP Tactile paving 
PS Crossing to Pilrig St 
IS Iona Street 
B1 Some issues with bins 
R Railway 



Observations 
Project 

  

Bicycles will need to be pushed for some of the route to the proposed bicycle parking site [P]. Direct access to the courtyard is 

through locked gates [G1, G2, G3], but it also appears that it may be normal for some gates to be open. This may make 

storage relatively inconvenient to access, yet not as secure as it might be.  

1,2,3  a 

Immediate area   

Paving on the footway at the gate on Albert Street [G3] is uneven, and the slabs are unstable. It seems reasonable to assume 

that this has been caused by vehicle access to the gate over a surface not designed adequately for the volume/weight.  

4 b 

There are also areas immediately around the property where it is clear that the location of bins and other street clutter would 

make navigation challenging for some people, and particularly for those with a visual impairment. On the day of our visit we 

noted this particularly at location [B1], but we would expect that the issue may also arise elsewhere. 

5 c 

In broad terms this site is in an area where walking and cycling are well supported, in comparison to housing which is located 

further from shops, or in street environments designed around car use. There is also plenty of opportunity for improvement.  

 d 

We were advised, and observed, that residents with disabilities are parking two-deep at Boundary Square [BS], negotiating 

with each other about access/exit. This makes it possible for these people to park close to their home. An environment where 

vehicles are parked in this way is more difficult to negotiate safely for people walking and cycling.  
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While some routes are comparatively well served there are issues for pedestrians relating to surface, and the absence of 

dropped kerbs, on some routes. For example crossing Iona Street at Buchannan Street (toward a local pub) [IS] is not 

supported by dropped kerbs, the carriageway surface is very uneven, and level access requires a diversion to Leith Walk. 

6 d 

On the day of our visit there were a number of ‘Transit’ size vans parked on Albert Street, so as to significantly narrow the 

available footway [BF], in one place such that passage using a wheelchair or with a child’s buggy would have been difficult. 

7,8 e 

On Albert Street there are many footway ‘build-out’ sections, which narrow the carriageway and which provide space for bins, 

trees and other street furniture. Many more of these could have been designed to provide safe places to cross the street.  

9 d 

It is unclear whether some tactile paving is being used in the area to warn or to guide people with visual impairments. There 

are locations (e.g. [TP] ) with level access to the carriageway (requiring a warning) where tactile paving is present but does 

not protect the whole stretch – yet with nothing obvious which would act as a guide to safely finding that paved area. 

12 d 

Some of the carriageway surfaces in the area are likely to make cycling difficult, and an environment with such large amounts 

of on-street parking (where it is not clearly in off-carriageway bays) can mean that people cycling face complex and rapidly 

evolving situations where risks remain higher even if traffic volume and speed is generally low. 

 d 

Vehicle movement for along Buchannan Street is prevented by Boundary Square. It is clear that this route is sometimes used 

for cycling, which is no surprise with being quieter, with smoother surfaces, and with it running parallel to Leith Walk. Cycling 

through the square involves mounting or descending kerbs, routes between bins, street furniture and parked vehicles, and a 

selection of off-line dropped kerbs. This increases potential conflict between people cycling and pedestrians. 

10, 11 f 

Wider area   

This is clearly a residential area, with local shops (particularly on Leith Walk) within easy reach on foot, and a dense and 

generally quieter residential streets where cycling may be easier. 

 d 



Leith Walk may be seen as a barrier to walking and cycling westward of the site, given the level of traffic and the distance to 

crossing points, although for journeys to and from the property the signalised crossing at Pilrig Street [PS] is close by. We 

noted that the larger local supermarket-style shops were on the west side of Leith Walk. 

 d 

The railway land to the south of the area presents a barrier for cycling and walking. In general these will make either Leith 

Walk or Easter Road the key routes to the south, particularly after dark (as these routes are overlooked). 

 d 

The more industrial land, and park land, to the east of the area presents a barrier for walking and cycling. We anticipate these 

areas will be much less welcoming in darkness or later in the evening. 

 d 

 

  



Recommendations 
 Project 

a The association should monitor whether the location chosen for cycle parking, and its accessibility, has an effect on its usage. A useful 

target may be to make it possible to cycle to (or close to) the door of the parking. 

 Immediate area 

b The paving on the footway at the Albert Street gate should, by the responsible party (perhaps prompted by the housing association), be 

repaired, with a suitable treatment to allow for the vehicle movement taking place across it. 

c The association should seek to provide, or to support the provision of, more tightly controlled space for the placement of bins (for rubbish 

or recycling) in order to keep footways clear. 

d The association could choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that the 

association can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

e The association should investigate whether its tenants are parking so as to block part of the Albert Street footway. Whether or not this is 

the case the association should consider approaching the local authority to investigate solutions, which might include solutions which 

further narrow the carriageway (on the basis that through traffic here is not desirable) so as to allow for larger vehicles to be parked. 

f In seeking or providing any improvements to Boundary Square or the road to either side of it, the association should try to ensure that 

cycling through the square is carried out in a predictable location (avoiding any call for cycling to be prevented, as success in that respect 

would be unlikely). 

g The association should provide or support the additional provision of parking for ‘blue badge’ holders in order to prevent double parking of 

their vehicles, because this complicates the environment for walking and cycling. 



Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Barriers between gate G2 and cycle parking 2: Barriers between gate G3 and cycle parking 

  

3: Barriers between gate G1 and cycle parking 4: Damaged footway surface at Albert Street (G3) 

 
 

5: Footway (pavement) clutter 6: Absence of dropped kerbs / uneven surface 



  

7: obstruction of Albert Street fooway 8: Obstruction of Albert Street footway 

 
 

9: Footway build out without accounting for 

crossing 

10. Routes for cycling through Boundary Square 

are not defined or accounted for. 

 
 

11. Routes for cycling through Boundary Square 

are not defined or accounted for. 

12. Incomplete tactile paving with unprotected 

level access to carrigeway 

 


